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The   gathered   data   were   evaluated   against   Australian   Standard   AS2201.1   for   intruder   alarm   systems,   to  














and quality  of  character   (Commercial  Agents  Unit,  2006).   Intruder  alarm systems   form an  integral  part  of 
















Western Australia installer licenses










(Acting Senior Sergeant S. Wood, personal communication, December 1, 2005)






course   in  Electro­technology  Servicing   (Security   Systems).   Successful   completion   of   this   course   provides 
students with the knowledge and preparation to undertake a security installer’s license examination, conducted 
by  the West  Australian  commercial  agent’s  branch.  With  approximately 90% of  Western  Australia   security 
system installers working in the Perth metropolitan area, Balga TAFE is the only provider of this course in Perth 
(Department of Education and Training, 2006). In 2000, approximately 70 people commenced the Certificate II 
in  Electronics   (Security  System Installation).   In  2005,  31  students  attended   the  course   (D.  Fleay,  personal 
communication, November 23, 2005), although 291 new installer licences were issued (Table 1).
Education usually refers to learning in an academic environment. Training is more industry specific. Training 
teaches procedures  that help  individuals meet  professional  goals  and perform better  on  the  job (Keller  and 
Chuvala, 1992, p. 102). Education can be provided through universities and technical colleges such as Curtin 
University of Technology, Edith Cowan University, Swan TAFE and West Coast College of TAFE. Industry 
associated  magazines  and   journals  may also  provide  articles  on  new  technologies  or  knowledge  gained  by 







1. Review the training options available to security installers in Western Australia.
2. Determine the knowledge required to be licensed as a security installer in Western Australia.
3. Conduct  a  series  of  on-site  intruder  alarm system evaluations  across  the  Perth  metropolitan  area.  The 
evaluations  considered  two  questions  regarding  compliance  with  Australian  Standard  2201.1  -'systems 
installed in a client's premises':
a) Is the security control panel sited within a protected area?
b) The type of zone input supervision, being single or dual end-of-line resistance?
4. Measure the degree of compliance with current standards.
On completion of the study, it was expected that a valid and reliable cross sectional percentage of Perth intruder 
alarm systems are measured for AS2201.1 compliance within the context of the two questions. As a valid sample, 
the   study  determined  how well  alarm  installers  comply with  Australian  Standard AS2201.1  for   their  alarm 















considered   at   a   range  of   levels,   according   to   requirements   for  performance.  The   cognitive  domain   can  be 
structured as a hierarchy of understanding of levels of security technology (Smith and Robinson, 1999, p. 28). 
One of the most universally applied models is the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Anderson, 1995). The 

























Creating  is  encouraged,   for  developing new products,   ideas or  novel  ways  to solve problems.  This   level  of 





accomplish   the goal,  an adversary should be required  to  avoid or  defeat  a  number of  protective devices  in 
sequence. Often central  to the protection of assets  is  an intruder alarm system. The core components of an 
intruder alarm system are the control panel and the inter­connected detection devices.
An intruder alarm system may be defined as  a component  or element of a  physical protection system. The 
ultimate objective of a physical protection system is to prevent the accomplishment of overt or covert malevolent 




















are   'fit   and   proper   people'   to   provide   security   services;   i.e.,   have   no   criminal   record   or   known   criminal 
associations. Licensing may also include examinations of basic technical knowledge, for example, knowledge of 
relevant Australian standards and legislation, appropriate qualifications, and annual checks of security business 




satisfy   legal   requirements   and   are,   in   some  way,   accredited.  Currently,   license   applicants   usually   need   to 
demonstrate   technical  competence  before   a   license   is   issued.  Developing  compulsory   training   according  to 
























Installers  were primarily  employed by companies  with   less   than  twenty  staff  dealing   in  alarms,   locks   and 
security doors; the largest number employed by companies of five or less staff. They all require police licenses 
but very few needed TAFE qualifications.









other   industries.  On­the­job   training   is   provided   for   unqualified   intruder   alarm   system  and   security   doors 
installers. Just­in­time technical training is supplied on­the­job for installation projects requiring new products or 

















AS 2201.1: 1998 section 3.11 states for wired detection circuits: 
“Every  wired  detection  circuit  shall  be  a  monitored  circuit  and  shall  generate  an  alarm  condition  on 
occurrence of any of the following events:
1. All short circuits and all open circuits.
2. Any series or parallel substitution of the end-of-line component by a component of value equal to that 
specified by the manufacturer” (p.15). 
Monitoring of  a  detection circuit  through zone supervision is  usually  accomplished by a set  resistance 
determined by the manufacturer of the control panel for each particular alarm system. Common resistance 
configurations are:
Single end-of-line One resistor in series or parallel per zone.
Split end-of-line Two  resistors,  one  for  each  zone,  used  to  zone  double  a  control  panel  and 
increase its number of allowable zones from say 4 to 8, 6 to 12 or 8 to 16 by using appropriately sized 
resistors as specified by the manufacturer.
Dual end-of-line Two resistors in series or parallel per zone.
Single  or  split  end-of-line  resistors  will  satisfy  clause  3.11  (a)  only  if  the  alarm system is  armed.  If 
disarmed,  an open  circuit  or  short  circuit  will  show as  a  normal  fault,  for  example,  an  open  door  or 
movement in front of a sensor. As for clause 3.11 (b), such substitutions are not always detected by single 
and split end-of-line systems.
Dual end-of-line resistance however, is designed to detect open circuit, short circuit and resistor substitution 
whether the alarm system is turned on or not. Hence it is suggested that not all burglar alarm control panels 
being used comply with clause 3.11 of AS 2201.1: 1998 as being capable of dual end-of-line monitoring. 
Some control panels are capable of all configurations but are not always configured dual end-of-line, while 
other control panels are not capable of dual end-of-line resistance. 
This section of the standard provided the basis of the third and fourth questions: Question 3: What is the form of 
zone supervision and question 4: Is the control panel capable of dual end­of­line resistance?

























































2. The security industry licensing regime is,   to a degree,  ineffective in providing the community compliant 
intruder alarm systems.
3.  The   security   industry,   through   self   regulation,   appears   to   be   ineffective   in  maintaining   compliance.   4. 
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